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DESIG/Y welcomes correspondence from

its readers. Address your mail to: Richard
Curtis, DESICN, The Society of Newspaper
Designers, c/o The News American, P.O.
Box 1795, Baltimore, Maryland 21203. All
letters should be signed and (to help us
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letters.
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is no guarantee of publication, all efforts
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timely information. Please send
manuscripts typewritten, double-spaced.
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manuscripts wilt be returned.
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An editor's note
You now have a forum in which to

express your views on newspaper design.
lt has not been a long time coming. The

society was founded, rather informally, in
1978 in a bar in Reston, Virginia during the
first American Press Institute seminar on
newspaper design.

From that rather dubious beginning
came a rough, infrequent newsletter (that
went to all of the 12 members). Mostly, it
kept us informed of who was changing
jobs. And from that rough newsletter
sprung an organizational meeting in
January 1979 held during a snowstorm in
mountainous Pennsylvania, miles from any
open airport (believe me, you really had to
want to be there). But 28 people wanted to
be there badly enough to argue for two
days and two nights over whether we
should even have an organization
(obviously we did), what form it would take,
and what its aim would be.

ln less than a year, the Society has:
* Produced a newspaper design

workshop in Chicago that attracted
150 people;

* Produced parts of the convention
programs for the American Society
of Newspaper Editors and the
Associated Press Managing Editors;

* Produced a videotape presentation,
"News by Design";

* Has grown to over 160 members
without any sort of membership drive
or publicity; and

* Come to publish this journal.
The entire process of forming the

Society, from inception until now, has not
been easy; neither has it been hard. lt has
just been well designed.

This journal... there is some good stuff
here: the words of Louis Silverstein on
design criteria, layout and integrating them
with other newspaper elements; Robert
Lockwood's eloquent essay on newspaper
management by design; the report of
Randy Miller on a Kansas Citg Star/Times
seminar on the newspaper of the future; a
report on how a graphic journalist at the
Chicago Tribune does his job; a list of free
publications that will help make yours a

more effective newspaper; news of a
newspaper design contest; a report on how
one newspaper uses photography as a tool
for reporting the news; and more.

The second issue is already being
planned and written. The third will be

published prior to our second annual
newspaper design workshop this fall. You

- as someone interested in how to make
newspapers better - can leave your
fingerprints throughout any of those issues.
The journal needs your editorial
contributions.

We can promise that the journal will deal
with issues important to us as journalists,
as creative people. We'll strive to be
helpful, informative, thorough, and on
time.

Like the newspapers over which we
labor, the journal will hope to touch its
readers' lives in a meaningful way. Let us
know what you think.

Richard Curtis
Editor
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Newspaper
Design
Contest

During the annual business meeting of
The Society in Chicago in September,
1979, an annual competition for newspaper
design was authorized. A committee, listed
below, was formed from volunteers.
Johnny Maupin, Louisuille Cowier-Joumal 6
7'imes, offered to serve as chairman.

From this competition will come a
traveling slide show of the entrants and
winners. The contest is open to all
newspapers, daily or weekly. Advertising,
promotional and publicity material is not
eligible. All entries must have been
published during 1979 or the first six
months of 1980. All entries will be judged
by a panel of distinguished art directors,
designers, editors and publishers. The
judges will select entries to receive the
Gold Awards for excellence and to receive
the Silver Awards for merit within each of
the classifications.

All entrants will be invited to attend the
awards presentration, where the Gold and
Silver Awards will be announced and
presented during the annual workshop of
the Society in Washington, D.C. in the fall
of 1980.

Each entry in each category requires a
separate fee, except where the category
requests several submissions. Entry fees
are $4.

A call-for-entries form is now being
prepared and mailed.

For further information, please contact
Johnny Maupin, Art Director, The Louisuille
Cowier- J oumal, 525 West Broadway,
Louisville, Kentucky 40202.

Newspaper Design
Contest Committee

Johnny Maupin, Chairman
Art Director
Courier-Journal 6 Times
525 West Broadway
Louisville, Kentucky 40202

David Paul Smith
The Advocate
32 Forest Street
Stamford, Conn.06902

Cathie Bleck
(Chicago Tribune)
2737 Hampden Court
Chicago, Illinois 60614

Luis Carnevale
La Nacion
P.O. Box 10138
San Jose, Costa Rica

Maggie Balough
Austin American-Statesman
308 Guadalupe
Austin, Texas 78767

Kristin D. Wilson
Palm Beach Post-Times
P.O. Drawer T
West Palm Beach, FIa.33405

Warren Weilbacher
Newsday
550 Stewart Avenue
Garden City, N.Y. 11530

Paul Back
Newsday
550 Stewart Avenue
Garden City, NY 11530

Mark Wigginton
Independent Press-Telegram
604 Pine Avenue
Long Beach, Calif. 90844

Jacqueline Combs
Independent Press-Telegram
604 Pine Avenue
Long Beach, Calif. 90844

Robin Jareaux
Assoc. Art Director
The Washington Post
1150 15th St., NW
washington, D.c.20071

Rob Covey
The Seattle Times
P.O. Box 70
Seattle, Washington, 981 1 1

Rudy DiFelice
Philadelphia Bulletin
News Art Director
30 Market Street
Philadelphia, Pa. 19101

Herbert Rogalski
Rogalski Associates
128 South Pleasant St.
Hingham, Mass.02043
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Journal-Bulletin photo by Ceorge H. McAllister, Jr

The photo lab:
Refuge or
resource?
By David B. Gray,
Journal'Bulletin Graphics Editor

The greatest graphic resource, on most
papers, if not all, is the photo department.
The photographers are the most expensive
staff members for any newspaper: On ours,
it costs over $40,000 per man to keep him
on the street shooting, supplied with
equipment, film, paper, chemicals and
gasoline. Yet, with all these photographers,
and all that cost, most papers are wasting
that valuable resource by not having the
photographers, and the photo staff,
become more of an integral part 6f the
news operation.

Photographers are, without doubt, the
hardest working, least understood, and
most maligned part of the news operation.

Reporters can get stories by telephone,
editors never see the world beyond their
own travels to and from work, but the
photographers have to be out in the real
world where things are happening in order
to do their jobs.

At the Journal-Bulletin, with a staff of 14
full-time shooters, we also have two full'
time lab technicians. The photographers
shoot, edit from their own negatives, do
their own printing, and turn in caption
material to the picture desks. The lab
technicians are paid to relieve the
photographers from the routine: They
process the film from our 12 bureaus, do
the reprint orders (about 300-400 per
month), do the routine "head and shoulder"
portraits in the studio, and keep the
chemicals supplied and machinery

Photographers as ioumallsts: Mang times,
the earltest, the only eyewitness reports we
haue of news euents are from photographers.
A feeling on the part of the photographers
that theg are a part of the news operation
giues the newspaper an extended news staff.

working. This leaves the photographers
free to do what they are paid to do: make
pictures.

Where did the lab technicians come from
in this day of tight budgets? In our case,
they are "recycled" stereotypers: one of our
photographers (and coming along nicely) is
a'"recycled" compositor. At your paper
they could be recycled compositors or
other production people who may be in
fear for their jobs because of the
electronification of the newsroom. Five of
our bureau reporters are former
compositors as well. ln any case, it is well
worth the time spent to train these people
and to send them to schools to learn the
basics in order to free the photographers
from the unnecessary chores that are not
directly related to producing good pictures.
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Staffing of the photo department is
always a problem: There will always be
photographers with more or less talent,
more or less ability to function in specific
areas. With 14 shooters on a rotating
schedule, there always seems to be enough
people, and the right person for the right
job at the right time.

Photographers should be encouraged to
write, and to sit on the picture desk, or
copy desks, to see how the paper goes
together. We have had eight of the
photographers last year write stories for the
paper to go along with their pictures: One
photographer spent some time on the copy
desk, and is now out in the state staff
(bureau) as a reporter. All of this is healthy:
It gives the photographer a greater respect
for the information they must have with
their pictures, and leads to a feeling of
being able to participate more in the news
gathering operation.

Equipment is very important in fostering
this attitude of being part of the total team.
Prior to last year, not all the photographers
had radios in their cars, nor did we have a

modern, efficient photo lab. Since the
installation of radios in ALL the cars,
remote radio stations installed at the
picture desk, city desk and photo lab, and
the purchase of six portable radios, we have
found that many times the photographers
are the primary source for information for
breaking news stories. And getting a shared
byline on the story!

I know of one paper (and they shall
remain namelss) who puts their chief
photographer in a former closet in the
basement: He doesn't even know if it's
raining, snowing or blowing outside when
he sends his people out.

I know of another paper who prefers that
photographers DO NOT have scanners and
radios in their cars: They don't want them

The dream: Plentg of locker/cabinet space,
pin-up space, Iocker shelues cut back to
accommodaLe Lripods. elc.

to know "too much about what's going on."
I know of another who sends a

photographer to the state legislature every
day, all day, to get head shots ofpeople
that could just as easily be gotten from the
library.

I know of another who expects a
photographer to get eight jobs per day,
running from one to the other, with a total
of 15 minutes on each job. And that
includes travel time.

I know of another who expects the
photographer to process all the film from
the bureaus, make contact sheets, print the
pictures after the editors have made
selections, clean up, and then, if there is
any time left, go out and make some
pictures for the next day.

Or the place that expects the
photographer to satisfy the advertising
department FIRST, then to make pictures
for the news pages.
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We don't ask reporters to write news
copy, edit other reporter's copy, or emPty
the waste baskets: Why do we expect the
photographers to shoot ad copy, print other
photographer's work, or mix and clean
chemicals?

Facilities and equipment, then, are
important in making sure the photo staff
operates efficiently. The Journal-Bulletin
was fortunate that the photo lab was
renovated last year as part of a general
building renovation. The facility was
designed, down to the last detail, by the
photo staff, and was designed to reflect the
general philosophy of what it is we want to
accomplish and how we wanted to operate.

If you believe that the processing and
printing of film and prints should be made
as simple as possible, if you believe that
the chief photographer should be in the
middle of things, if you believe that the lab
technicians should be "out of the way," yet

Photographer can write: Another example
of how the Prouidence Joumal-Bulletin giues
photographer rein to wrrte and take
photographs too.

have access to the facilities they need, if
you believe that photographers should be
able to select and caption their own prints,
then the lab itself becomes easy to design.

The layout and design ofthe physical 
-

facilities derived from some basic decisions
on operating procedures. Things got placed
where they are because of the working
relationship between people and processes.
A real example of form following function.

New equipment was purchased. Not as
much as we could have had, but enough
and of the right kind in order to do the job.
A Versamat film processor, a Royalprint
processor, new dryers, etc., were all
purchased to speed the routine chores, yet
enough flexibility was put into the layout
that we are not locked in to one specific
process or way of doing things.

Part of the lab design included a lot of
pin-up space: Communications are
important, and the large amount of pin-up

Photographers can write: This lead story
for the Veterara Dag bsue was witten and
pho togr aphed b g J o umal- B ulletin
photog r apher Anestb D iako po ulos.

space allows us to Put up tearsheets from
other newspapers, show and demonstrate
our own tearsheets to each other, put up
articles from EEP, News Photographer
magazine, etc., and in general open the
eyes of the photographers to other
solutions.

A large bookcase was part of the lab
design: I believe that photographers should
spend some part of their day looking at
what other photographers have done. We
get subscriptions to Natlonal Ceographic,
GEO, Life, Vogue, lhe usual assortment of
photo magazines (for the hardware freaks),
and other magazines such as 7r'me,

Newsweek, People, Sports lllustrated, etc.
One idea, one spark, one new way of
seeing the old assignment done another
way is worth the few dollars the magazines
cost.

Organization of a staff often tells whether
a paper is serious about photography and
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how well the photos are used. If there is an
editor in charge of city copy, and an editor
in charge of "suburban" copy, and an editor
in charge of wire copy, then doesn't it make
sense that there be an editor in charge of
visual copy? Does the "graphics" editor, or
whatever title is in vogue now, have charge
of the photography department? Can the
photo department refuse assignments
because they are not visual? Is there an
editor who can say "That story should not
be illustrated with photos: the point of the
story is a chart, graph, etc.?" Is there an
editor who, when he sees a story, or hears
about the story idea, can say that the photo
department will do an "illustration?"

How well does your library serve the
photo stafP Does the photo editor have the
authority to have pictures filed for possible
future use? Not only the used pictures, but
how about the unused pictures, that may,
in the future, be appropriate for an
illustration? Use of file photos, in a graphic
manner, can save time and energy on the
part of the photo staff reshooting
something that could have been saved
months ago.

The Joumal.Bulletinhas long had a
history of having picture editors: Their job
is to recommend, crop and size pictures for
the paper. We have just added our fifth
picture editor: one for the weekend papers
(Saturday J-B and Sunday Journal). Sure, I

had to give up a photographer on the street
to get him, but it was worth the swap: We
now have some good strength, a good
picture "advocate" in the newsroom for our
two biggest circulation papers. We now
have the continuity for the visual report
seven days a week, all day for both the
Joumal (a.m.) and the Bulletin (p.m.)

We still have a long way to go: Some city
editor's lips move when they look at
pictures; some editors think "charts and
graphs" steal space from the stories, some
editors prefer that pictures be used to keep
heads from bumping together, and some
photographers could care less about
improving their skills. But all in all, when I

compare our staff and operation with many
other newspapers around the country, I

believe we have made some good
beginnings involving the photo staff with
gathering and representing the news, that
they have become more concerned with
photos as devices that communicate.

Photographer as art director: Explain the
point of the story to the photographer, let the
photographer use some of his creatiuity in
coming up with the best way to illustrate the
storA.
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File photos as art: On the loth anniuersary
of the Eagle landing, we usedthe best image,
or at least the best image that would allow
some tApe. Thb is perhaps the best
remembered image, although the moon walk
was the best remernbered euent.
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Newspaper
Graphics
Seminar,
Chicago,
Sept.28129,
30, lgTg

With the most gracious help of the
Chicago Tribume, the Society of Newspaper
Designers was able to mount its first
workshop in the Windy City on a beautiful
September weekend. Held at the Hyatt
Regency, Chicago, the workshop attracted
nearly 150 participants from all across the
United States and Canada; one participant
came from Costa Rica.

The weekend started on a hectic Friday
afternoon with lots of participants rushing
around to find their rooms, their friends,
and the hospitality suite. The Tribtne
hosted a oery complete cdcktail buffet that
evening, preceded by a welcoming speech
by Tribrne editor, Maxwell McCrohon, and
a tour of the Tribtne editorial offices.

Saturday got underway early with a short
orientation meeting hosted by Society
chairman Robert Lockwood and Tony
Majeri of the Tribune, who coordinated the
entire weekend.

This was followed by a split workshop:
half of the participants (their own choice)
listening to a presentation by Tribune
graphics editor Howard I. Finberg (whose
remarks are published elsewhere in this
journal) or a presentation by New York
77mes maps-and-charts specialist Andy
Sabbatini.

Prior to lunch, there was a joint
workshop featuring Louis Silverstein,
assistant managing editor of The New York
Imes (whose remarks are also published in
this issue).

The luncheon speaker was Ed Miller,
editor and publisher of the Allentown (Pa.)
Call-Chronicle Newspapers. His speech was
accompanied by a sound./slide show on
how the design process works at the
Allentown Moming Call.

Saturday afternoon sessions included:
Paul Back, Newsdag, speaking on
"Newspaper Redesign, Who needs it, How

to approach it," and another session
"Graphics for news and features," by Robert
Mellis, graphic arts director of the Miami
Herald.

Later that same day (yes, it was a hectic
schedule): Phil Ritzenberg, assistant
managing editor of The New York Dailg
Neus spoke on "New Technology: The
impact on the graphic journalist"; and
"Photo and Graphics: Techniques and
effective use of photo images" by Ed
Breen, city editor of the Manon (lnd.)
Chronicle (reprinted elsewhere in this issue).

The day closed out with "The Chicago
Tribune: One Approach to Graphic
Journalism," by Cus Hartoonian and Majeri
of the Tribtne art department. This
included a comprehensive tour of the art
department facilities.

The Saturday night schedule was free
and everyone spent the evening and much
of the following morning, ah, relaxing and
really getting unwound.

Sunday morning there was a brief panel
discussion on: "The Art Department: How
to Build One" followed by a short business
meeting of The Society.

Two new members were nominated and
accepted to the Steering Committee
(Robert Austin, The Spectator, Hamilton,
Ontario; and Tony Majeri, assistant art
director, the Chicago Tribune). The Society
also agreed to put together, fund and
support an annual Newspaper Design
Competition (more of which elsewhere in
this issue).

The Society is presently planning (as this
issue goes to press) a second workshop in
the autumn of 1980 to be held in
Washington, D.C. Again, registration will
be limited to 150. The seminar, though, is
planned to be four days long - instead of
1979's three - to facilitate more sessions
and, hopefully, for participants to draw a
breath or two during the workshop.

The 1981 workshop is now tentatively
planned for New York City, again in the late
autumn.
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Design is a
'hit tune'

Louis Slueretein, assistant managing editor.editorial
att of The New York Times, was one of the principal
speakers at the neuspaper design aorkshop in Chicago.
The workshop wu sporsored by The Chicago Tribune
and the Societg of Neuspaper Designers. ln attendance
were editors, publbhers, artbts, designers,
photographers and otherjoumalists from across the
country, The following comments bg Siluerstein were
fotlowed bg a slide presenLation.

By Louis Silverstein
Assistant Managing Editor
The New York Times

I believe this seminar marks still another
step in what is an ongoing revolution in
newspapers. This revolution is the result of
three forces coming together at the same
time:

The fnsf is the technological revolution

- the computer, cold type and the rest.
The second is the expansion of our idea

of what a newspaper ought to be:
adjustment to changing markets and
heightened competition; responding to a

world where visual expectations are
escalating - with Beethoven on T-shirts
and Gloria Vanderbilt on the backs of blue
jeans - not to mention color television.

The thrd force is newspapers' belated
discovery of the usefulness of the
professional designer. Newspapers are the
last major mddium by far to discover and
use the art director or the professional
designer.

In fact, one measure of our success, I

believe, is the degree to which we make it
attractive for a good designer to work for
us. This implies not only a certain status,
another creative mouth and ego to feed, it
implies that a good designer must be able
to find personal fulfillment in our pages. It's
not for everybody, of course, but we have
to create an environment and a climate
where what we expect in our daily
newspaper pages is no less in quality than
what we expect on the television screen, in

The New YorkTimes: 'The format b
waking through the door into a louelg
ballroom. But what happens when gou get
ircide? You can dance or gou can jttst stand
around listening to the music.'

$30,000,000 movies, in slick magazines.
Designers must learn about newspapers.

We know that. But what we may not know
is that newspapers must learn how to use
designers. It implies rescheduling, new
procedures and perhaps, above all, new
relationships among editors, picture
people, picture researchers, and all the
other people.

ln some newspapers, graphic design still
means hand lettering "women's page" in
Spencerian script, or lousing up an
otherwise clear chart with terrible art work,
or using typographical gimmicks.

For picture editors, graphics often mean
a picture spread. For designers outside the
business, newspaper design often means
logical structure and beautiful typography,
but it has little to do with day-by-day
coverage of news. For some make-up
editors it has to do with a rather outdated
set of make-up principles-don't butt
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heads, for example.
So it might be good to analyze what

we're talking about.
One kind of design is the design of a

format. I see this as management's
responsibility: to set up the guidelines,
determine character of a section or a paper,
nature of the content, visual look.

The other kind of design is the day-to-
day implementation. Here the editor, the
make-up editor, the staff artists are charged
with putting the paper together every day.
They have to be inventive, use editorial and
graphic tools, surprise and charm
everybody every day and do it within the
framework of the format.

Agreeing on the format is a necessary
first step. The format is walking through
the door into a lovely ballroom. But what
happens when you get inside? You can
dance or you can just stand around
listening to the music. That's day-by-day
implementation.

There are two basic ways to go about a
visual transformation of a newspaper. The
first is to develop a tight cohesive format
for the entire paper, relate all elements to
each other, change the whole thing in one
major step, keep the execution in tight
adherence to format.

The second is perhaps less logical but
realistically more acceptable for many
papers, especially the bigger ones. This is
to change a step or a section at a time, but
keep a consistent character as you go
along - let each piece fit into a master
plan in your mind, so to speak. This is the
path we've followed at The Times. Each
new section has a strong character, a
definite sense of structure, and a definite
styling, and in these senses, are carefully
formatted. But we depend heavily on day.
by-day creativity in execution. So w€
attempt a juggling act-careful control,
consistent character, yet with great
emphasis on surprise, flexibility and
inventiveness, in content as well as design.

I like to stress what can be described as
the design of the total paper with questions
of space planning and strong design in
alliance with, not defeated by, the Presence
of ads. My emphasis is on configuration,
relationship of ad space to editorial
content, and especially the relationship of
the new feature sections to each other, and
to hard news. This is the structure or the
architecture of a paper.

In talking about design elements and
configuration, I want to convey how
interdependent these elements are with the
element of content. Significant
improvements in design seem to come
easier and better in the context of "how can
we give the reader a better paper?" than in
the context of "how can we make what we
are doing better-looking?"

When we started the Op-Ed page at The
Times, the question of an ad on the page
arose. It may be surprising, since I was the
designer, but I was one of those who liked
the idea of the ad. We set aside the bottom
quarter of the page - one size only and, of
course, it became a premium-Priced and
special kipd of an ad. I liked the ad there, at
least some of the time, because it seemed
to relate the page to the rest of the paper,
and to the hard world of commerce, so it
wasn't too much of an ivory tower.

Full pages give you terrific design
possibilities, of course. But many times,
and particularly in hard-news pages, the ad
takes some of the graphic burden off your
shoulders.

This Op-Ed ad may reflect changes in
how editors are thinking about
configuration. Certainly at The Times the
thinking was almost wholly a page-by-page
kind of thing. An "open" page, or what we
used to call a "dress" page, was the best; it
represented total victory over the
advertising department - no ads at all.
Next to that were two top half-pages, where
the ads could be effectively cut off and you
could do your editorial thing undisturbed
above.

'Designers must learn
about newspapers. But ...
newspaPers must learn
how to use designers.'

On the advertising and business side,
total victory was a full page of ads with two
half columns of news material in top center

- just enough to whet the browser's
appetite, and enough so the advertising
salesman could sell "proximity" - the
magic word - proximity to editorial
matter, on all three sides; never mind that
the editorial material was all chopped up.

This kind of thinking built up a tradition
that redesigners of newspapers have a
tough time breaking down - a tradition of
premium and habitual spaces for ads that
this or that group of advertisers just love
and won't give up; and a tradition on the
news side of "designed" and "not designed"
pages. The front page or dress page you
put all your effort into, the other pages -all27 of them back of page one - you
simply poured the news material around
the ads, filling up the holes like molten lava
running down a hillside.

Much of what's new in newspaper design
has to do with opening our minds to what
used to be exclusively magazine ideas. It
starts with more aggressive ideas about
editing. We don't sit back so much, waiting
for whatever happens to come across our
desks. Even in business and sports we don't
do this. Instead, we do a lot more creative
thinking in advance and plan ahead what
we want to cover and how we want to
package it.

Doing a new section can set the stage for
new and better relations with the business
and production sides of the paper. If the
managers of a paper are alert, such a
design project can be a time when
cooperation breaks down traditional
hostitities. In some newspapers it takes an
act of physical courage for an editor to go
into the composing room and make
changes. The same holds true in the
endless struggle for space with the business
side. A redesigned product should set the
stage for a more rational approach.
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What is a
graphics editor?
Howard I. Finberg
Craphics Editor
Chicago Tribune

My responsibilities at the Trbwte are for
all graphics that appear in the editorial
pages. The question that often arises is,
what's a graphic? The way we define it is
charts, maps, combinations... anything that
is not what is described as pure illustration.
ln other words, if it has editorial matter -there are words with it - then it falls under
the province of the graphic editor.

When we look at graphics for the
Tribune - and we do draw a lot of line
work, charts and maps - we are looking to
see whether we can help the story as well as
illustrate it.

For example, if a story is about soybean
farming, and the cost the farmer has to
bear to plant his soybeans, what we try to
do is to make sure that the graphic is right
on the money. Obviously, it's important for
us to read the story, talk to the reporter, see
what kind of material there is, and make
sure that the information on the chart is
correctly related to the story.

Sometimes though, there is no set of
figures that you can gather for a particular
story. At this point, we try to go to
something we call "sidebar" graphics.

A sidebar graphic is exactly what it
sounds like. It's a sidebar to a story. That is
a self-contained graphic unit. If the story is
about one farmer who has planted
soybeans, we think that it could be
interesting, depending on the story, just to
talk about the increased number of acres
harvested, to put it in a chart. And use that
as a little bit of visual information that
the story wasn't going to give.

In other words, we can take the story and
package it to the reader one step further by
putting in this kind of sidebar. You need
someone who can make that kind of
editorial decision, so the responsibility has
got to fall on someone who both
understands the artistic needs and also has
the editorial background, because what
you're doing essentially is fulfilling an
editing function.

Let me mention a couple more points as
to whether we go to news meetings and
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things like that. We are supposed to wander
around. It is not, supposedly, a sedentary
job. We visit with the section editors to find
out what they've got coming for various
projects. There are two news meetings a

day, in the morning and in the afternoon,
and there is generally someone there from
the graphics staff. We also attend the
planning session to'plan for our Sunday
paper, special projects and things like that.

We're considered part of the news desk
in terms of planning and in terms of
relationships with other editors. The
graphics editor reports to the assistant

managing editor, operations go to the news
editor. That way, the news desk is plugged
into what we do because they're the ones
that are going to get the graphics into the
PaPer.

We've got to read the paper to see what's
missing. To see whether there's even space
for a graphic. We have to make the
decision whether we're going to illustrate
that kind of story and how so. It sounds
very formal, but it's a little more casual
than that because we've been doing it for a
number of years. There's no need to hit
them over the head.

That's why it's important that a graphics
editor can relate to word people, because I

understand the needs of a section editor
who has problems trimming a story 20
inches to get it in. On the other hand I also
understand the needs of the artist who says
he can't do this map in two columns by
three inches. Or, this won't work as a
horizontal, it should be a vertical.

We have to be able to make the decision
at that point whether we're going to go
horizontal or vertical. That's where the
graphics editor makes the decisions. The
idea is to have someone there to make sure
the schedule are all kept and that it flows in
smoothly. That's part of the job, but the
other part is someone in there thinking
graphics, and how they can help the reader.
Any kind of graphics, even if it's just a
picture and some tabular material.
Something that's gonna catch the eye of
the reader and that's going to make the
story a little easier for the reader to
understand.

Of course, there's always one other
function of the graphics editor that's not as
pleasant, and that's knowing when to kill.
Because there's nothing worse than a
graphic that doesn't work.

Given the cost of newsprint, it's almost a
crime to put in a two column by six inch
graphic that takes 12 column inches of
space but could be said best in one
paragraph within the story, We're not
looking to illustrate the newspaper with
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'(Design) starts with
more aggressive ideas
about editing. We don't sit
back so much, waiting for
whatever happens to come
across our desks.'

graphics. We're looking to inform and
enlighten the reader.

We need to do one other thing in this
new type of journalism. We need to
communicate. We need to communicate
with the reporter to find out what the
reporter knows. We don't want to wait until
the city editor says, "Hey, I've got this great
20 inch story and can we illustrate it?" and
it's going in the paper in two hours. That's a
little late to do anything neat. But, if we
know the reporter's working on this great
expose and he's going to drop it off at the
city desk tomorrow, maybe we'll go look
over his shoulder and see what he's writing.
Maybe even by doing this, we'll prove a
point with the reporter (that we can help
him or her report the story more
effectively), and next time, that reporter is
going to come and visit us.

All this effort is needless if you don't do
one more thing, and that's to communicate
with the reader. If we don't communicate
with the reader, we've lost everything we've
done. We've set up the perfect model for an
organizational structure; we've taken power
away from other people and conducted it
into this new kind of graphic journalism.
And if we don't communicate with the
reader we've just btown in.

You can have the prettiest looking
graphics in the paper and it doesn't mean
anything if it doesn't communicate with
readers. That's the most important thing as
far as the Tribune and the graphics editors
go. [f we're not communicating with the
reader, we've lost it all. It's my job to go for
it.

Graphics: At the Chicago Tribune they
must paA their own wag,
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Words and
pictures:
Everyone has
the same tools
Ed Breen
City Editor
Marion, (lnd.) Chronicle

One of the problems with being on the
program at this time of the day is
everything worthwhile has already been
said. You just want to say, "Yea, me too,"
and we'll all go away and have a drink
somewhere.

I've sat here today with two people, and
I've listened to conversations about
enormous staffs, enormous resources,
enormous capabilities.

Somebody mentioned that The New York
Imes has a budget of a million dollars to
buy freelance art. My entire editorial

budget, for everything, is half a million
dollars a year.

So, the point in my being here is that I

am from a small operation. We do have
limited resources, limited by the standards
that have,generally been bandied about
here today. With a 25,000 circulation
morning paper seven days a week, we have
a staff of eight reporters, we have three
photographers, a color lab technician, 29
people on the entire editorial payroll. But
we have the same tools available to us that
everyone else here has.

We have only two tools available to us to
communicate. We have the written word
and we have the visual image. Be that a
drawing, a photograph, a chart, a map,
whatever, we have only those two tools.

In staying with this basic concept of two
tools, those of you who are old enough will
remember the weekend of President
Kennedy's assassination. It seems to me
that out of that weekend came the two
most dramatic instances that I have ever
seen of these two tools.

On that weekend, Jimmy Breslin wrote a
column on the man who dug President

Kennedy's grave. Jimmy Breslin is a master
wordsmith. When you concluded reading
that column, there was no need for a
photograph of the man who dug the grave,
lt would have been, perhaps, damaging;
Jimmy Breslin gave us a word picture of
the man.

At the other end of the spectrum that
weekend, there is an almost legendary
picture, a classic picture, of President
Kennedy's son, John John, saluting as the
funeral cortege passed the Capitol. There is
no number of words that could provide any
information, provide the emotional impact,
provide the subtleties and nuances that that
singular photograph provided.

So, at the two ends of the spectrum, in
one weekend, we had Jimmy Breslin
painting a masterful word picture, we have
the photograph of John John. Reality on a
day-to-day basis is somewhere inbetween.

It's seldom we have a Jimmy Breslin
available to us. lt is seldom we have a
photograph of the impact of John John
saluting. We're working in a day-to-day
world with more mundane things. So it
becomes critically important that those two
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A mug shot, I'm convinced, is one of two
things: lt's either a half"column to identify a
person, or it is a four, five, or six-column
display picture, It is never a two-column, it
is never a three-column. Either it is there
for simple thumbnail identification or it is
worth using well. 

.
Spot news is the name of our business.

When all is said and done, when we have
established our design, when we have
cajoled our photographers and screamed at
our writers, the business that we are in is
news.

The psycholon, of'.otor. I feel fairly
confident in my use of black and white
photography. I don't feel all that
comfortable with color; it's a whole new
ball game. Proliferation of color demands
that one of these days we sit down and
come to grips with what color does to our
readers. Advertising agencies understand
the use of color in advertising. They know
precisely what they are doing with it. I don't
think we do yet.
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Both a one-story day and a day when
you could justifg 15 storles on the front
page. The finaL choice was not what to put
on one front page but to destgn two front
pages (see page 19).

Newspaper
Management
by Design
By Robert Lockwood
Art Director
The Morning Call

Ever have someone say to you: "Let's
redesign the paper."

I hope your response was: "O.K., but first
we'll have to redesign the publisher."

A risky proposal, perhaps, but a
necessary one, for it's futile to expect a
rigid, authoritarian, tradition-bound
organization to produce a fresh, lively,
responsive-to-readers newspaper. The
mismatch cannot be bridged in the art
department. It must begin with the
publisher.

Too many newspaper managers hold to
patterns of leadership that do more to
maintain the status quo than to establish
systems appropriate to the process of
communicating information gffectlvely.

It's a cliche, but unavoidably true, that
we live in a world of accelerated and
unprecedented change. The present will
not last, We must create systems that are
attuned to change and that are sensitive to
the individuals most affected by change.

To create the new we must understand
the old. We need to see things and events
in the context of where we've been.

To view the newspaper in its historical
context we would take into account its
traditions and structures. This would help
us understand the conventional
management values journalists hold and
the assumptions on which they base those
values. We can then ask, are the
assumptions valid? Are they compatible
with changing cultural attitudes? Do they
allow for an effective decision-making
process?

One of the assumptions of print
journalists is that editors make all the
decisions, excluding others who have a
stake in those decisions. The process is
hierarchical rather than lateral; it is
exclusive rather than inclusive; it is "me"
rather than "us."

The hierarchical system of editors
ranked one above the other means that
decisions are passed down from top to
bottom. The word hierarch means high
priest, one who has authority in sacred
things. His authority comes from his
participating in the sacred rites of formal
passage, from lector/reporter to
acolyte/copy desk to deacon/assistant
editor to priesUeditor.

Newspapers are not the only
corporations where rigid structures are
endemic to our culture. Our churches,
schools and governments all reinforce a
climate that excludes most people from
participating in the decision-making
Process.
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By their nature hierarchical structures
tend to segregate and classify. They
compartmentalize and alienate and
generally confine individuals to mechanical
and routing tasks.

In his lecture on poetry entitled "On
Measure," William Carlos Williams
suggested that free verse need not be
formless, but that its form results from the
poem's organic internal pressures rather
than from traditional patterns externally
applied. Similarly, the form the
organization takes should result from the
talents and skills of individuals in the
organization and not from squeezing them
into traditional patterns that are structured
to resist change by their rigid nature.

The task of managers should be to
liberate people from the limits of structure.
To do this requires a management style not
often practiced in newspapers. That style
allows others to participate in the decision-
making process. Editors, photographers,
reporters and designers all have a personal

stake in the newspaper and its impact on
the community it serves. Each must share
in the decision-making process, from the
inception of the story to its presentation on
the page. By arriving at decisions by
consensus there are more opportunities to
see all the possibilities inherent in the story
early and to decide how best to
communicate the information to the
readers.

Let me share with you pages that evolved
from news meetings where editors and
designers together reviewed the day's news
and by consensus arrived at what they felt
was the most appropriate manner in which
to present it. The lranian Crisis: Day 19 was
both a one-story day and a day when you
could also justify 15 stories on the front
page. After a lot of discussion at the 3
o'clock news meeting it became obvious
that what was needed was not to make a
choice between one story on page one or
15, but two front pages.

What happens when there are few stories

'Design is not a
profession; it's an attitude,
the attitude of the planner.'

that deserve front-page attention, but there
is plenty of information useful to the reader
that he can find inside or in other sections?
Given that situation, our editors and
designers arrived at a completely different
solution-briefs and promos to the inside
on page one. Traditional? No. Appropriate
for the day's information? Yes.

Finally, another one-story day. The State
of the Union address by President Carter
evolved into a page that emphasized the
different segments of the speech
typographically: A precede explained the
salient information. A dramatic quote was
pulled out and placed under a photograph
of the President. Different subjects were
clearly defined in reverse type.
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'The task of managers
should be to liberate
people from the limits of
structure.'

The State of the Onion: lmpact to get a
reader's attention, information to satisfy his
or her quest for news, presented in an
effectiue wag.

All these different solutions were arrived
at through the cooperation of editors,
designers and writers who were seeking to
communicate the news effectively using
the talents and skills of each.

Perhaps we can show our culture and its
management practices in sharper relief by
examining another culture's approach to
decision-making. In Japan, decision-
making by consensus is more common
than in the United States. In an article in
the Haruard Busrness Reuiew, "Zen and the
Art of Management," Richard Tanner
Pascale says:

"A number of respected observers of
Japanese ways had attributed their success
in part to such practices as lbottom-up'
communication, extensive lateral
communication across functional areas,
and a pronounced use of participative-style
(or consensus) decision-making that
supposedly leads to higher quality
decisions and implementation."

Hantard Business Reuieu's senior
research associate Alan M. Kantrow picked
up the theme in another article:

"0nlike American managers, whose
decisions typically focus on the merits of a

single option and whose concerns are more
tactical than strategic, the Japanese take
great care first to define the precise nature
of the issue at hand. Only then do they
methodically review every available course
of action. Though this process consumes a
great deal of time, it ensures that the final
decision has been'presold,'With such a
consensus established, every concerned
manager knows what the decision is, what
it means, and what is necessary to make
it work.

"By contrast, American managers do not
as a rule discipline themselves to consider
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all possible alternatives. More important,
they do not regularly force themselves to
think through the kind of issue it is that
confronts them. As a result, their decisions
often address symptoms and nearly always
have to be'sold'after the fact..."

Japanese managers distinguish between
making decisions and making a choice. To
make a decision implies mastery over
people and tasks; to make a difficult
selection among choices means we can
gain something only by giving something
uP.

The American.notion of deciding in

relationship to process is explained by
Pascale:

"Freguently an issue crops up around
changes that arouse human feelings. Under
these circumstances the notion of
ambiguity is useful. Rather than grasping
for a solution, the administrator may take
the interim step of 'deciding'how to
proceed. The process of 'proceeding' in
turn generates further information; you
move toward your goal through a sequence
of tentative steps rather than bold-stroke
actions. The distinction is between having
enough data to decide and having enough
data to proceed."

Those weak news dags: When few
stories deserue the front page but there is
plentg of information useful to readers on
inside sections, the Allentoun Morning
Call does something like this.

The notion of achieving gradual change
and being aware of the process constitutes
a more natural and organic approach to
management, We can create systems that
are able to evolve naturally because their
shape is determined by the people in them,
or we can continue with traditional systems
that are structured to resist change by their
rigid and patriarchal natures.

Newsroom management should become
a process of creating environments that
allow the individuals with imagination and
energy and nerve to express the unending
possibilities of communicating the news
each day.
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The Kansas City
Star/Times
design seminar
and what it
means to
designers
By Randy Miller
Art Director
Kansas City Star

The seminar we held, which dealt with
newspaper design and graphics, was not

the kind that most of us in that field would
normally think of. Since the problem we
really face in design is commitment from
management, that's who we aimed at.

About 25 editors and managing editors
across the country came for two days in
November, 1979 to talk about the future of
the newspaper industry and the changes
that we have to make to remain a viable
product in the years ahead. We centered on
graphics and design as two of the major
areas that had to be changed, but talked
about it in this context. Included in the
discussions were newsprint shortages, the
changing role of the newspaper in society
and new developments in technology.

It might seem strange to those of us who
use a knife rather than a typewriter, but the
seminar had only one designer as a
participant and no newspaper designers on
the list of speakers,

SL Petersburg Ttmes Executiue Editor
Rofurt Haiman critiques a page ftom the
" modemized" Minneapolis Tribune.

But hold off for a moment on any quick
judgments that "that's typical of word
people." For most designers would agree
that the biggest challenge facing the
advancement of newspaper design today is
to gain the commitment of the people in
charge. In the reader's mind there is no
separation in words and visuals. And there
shouldn't be an imbalance in the
importance of the two in the newsroom.

The seminar confronted editors on their
own terms. That is, newspapers are now
being forced to make big changes and that
design can help solve some of those
problems. First, the newsprint shortage of
recent months will probably take on the
character of a recurring nightmare rather
than a bad dream that quickly fades. So,
one question becomes how to cope with a
tightening news hole due to either a
shortage of newsprint or excessively costly
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Tony M$erl's pages were the most
successful in meeting the demands of space
conseruafion whik at the same time creating
an image. Readers termed.it clean and
uncluttered

newsprint. Second, newspaper markets are
changing and so must the newspaper, How
then to effect change in newspapers to
meet the demands of a new marketplace?

"l don't think the profession as a whole
has come to grips with how to face the
problem," said Mike Davis, editor of the
Star/Times. "l thought if we had a seminar
it would be good just to get together and
discuss it and think about the problem."

"Continuing increases (in price) and
shortages... (make this) a good time to look
at the paper of the future," said Davies.
"How do we do more with less?"

With that thought in mind, each
participant redesigned his newspaper (a
front page and an inside page) before
coming to the seminar. Almost
unanimously, when forced to make
decisions for the sake of conservation, the

A deslgn bg fhe Milwaukee Journal uras
typical of the pages that tumed gray tlvough
emphasb on conseruation at the eryense of
impact anddisplay.

editors filled their pages with copy,
Three readers who were brought in and

asked to comment on the pages termed the
overall tone of the exercise "dull" and
"cluttered." The one designer in the group,
assistant art director Tony Majeri of the
Chicago Tribtne, ranked first with the
readers for his pages. The readers termed
them "clean" and "clear and crisp, with
beautiful print."

Majeri's pages not only met the demands
of space efficiency and reader appeal, but
seemed to score well in the other major
area of the seminar, marketing.

Frank Magid, of Frank N. Magid
Associates, a media consulting firm,
stressed the changing role of the
newspaper in society and in competition
with television.

"The newspaper as it is today does not

A tablold format design by J. Ford
Huffman o/ fhe Rochester Times-Union,
showed a lack of concem for conseruation
and aftemptedto be modemthrough tse of
aftwork and heaoA tApe. Rather than building
a strong identitg the design was termed as
"cluttered" bg the readers.

have a chance of (competing)," Magid said.
"A redefinition of content is needed
quickly. What is a newspaper? It cannot be
gray, because this is not a gray society.
Packaging is important."

Echoing what Magid stressed, Arthur
Kramer, senior vice presidenUcreative
supervisor of J. Walter Thompson said
there was a need for a newspaper to have a
brand identity just like any other product.
Kramer cited the success of specialized
magazines in recent years as an example of
brand marketing applied to journalism.

"What we have in newspapers is
interesting material delivered in a dull
format," Kramer said. "lt's as if a very stuffy
person were telling it to you."

The failure of the page designs to meet
the needs that these marketeers spoke of
was evident.
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"Most of us are basically word people,"
said James Dolan, managing editor of the
San Antonio Stndag Express Neros. "l was
trained as a repofter and when it comes to
redesign, I need help..."

As the seminar made evident to the
participants, newspapers and newspaper
design are facing a critical time. The past
two years have seen newspaper design
come from oblivion to the latest fad. Along
with that fad a lot of people have become
involved in newspaper design with no
particular talent or knowledge of
journalism. They have varied from copy
editors who have decided they know all
that's necessary after taking Copy Editing I
to artists who see pictures as just shapes on
a page and stories as just so much gray
matter to fill the spaces in between.

Newspaper design is a highly specialized
field. For newspapers to be successful in
the future, the designer will have to meet at
once the demands of efficiency and visual
identity.

Pondering: (fromleft) J. Ford Huffman
(Rochester Times-Union), James Dolan (San
Antonio Sunday Express News), and Darrgl
Moen (University of Missouri).

The challenge to designers in the future
will be to make their newspapers financially
successful. How? By communicating to the
reader, strengthening the paper's image in
the market and by being a journalist.
Designers must understand writing, editing,
picture usage and be able to exercise sound
and reasonable news judgment. And that
doesn't even touch on the developments in
technology we'll soon have to face.

The designer (and editor) who refuses to
treat the paper as a total product, with a
balanced approach to the needs of the
reader, might find himself or herself and
their newspaper in the same place: out in
the cold.

Randg Miller b art director of the Kansas Cltg Star
andTimes. He has a Bachelor of Joumatism in
photojoumalbm and a Muter of afts in pubtication
design both frcm the Unioersitg of Missouri School of
Joumalism. His thesis toplc uu neuspaper design. The
Star's redesign, which places an emphasis on space
conseruation, uill appear this sping.
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How GRIT was
redesigned
By Joseph Gering
Gering Design Associates
Philadelphia

How did Gering Design Associates get
involved in newspaper design?

Simply because an agency vice
president, who handles the GRIT
newspaper account believed we were a

logical choice to apply our knowledge to
the field of newspaper graphics.

The management and editor of GRIT,
Terry Ziegler, after reviewing our
portfolio and background thought our
graphics approach would develop the
type of format they were searching for.

Let me note here that GRIT, a national
publication that prints 1,100,000 copies
each week, wanted only to redesign their
front page because their objective was to
gain maximum impact at the point of
purchase, the newsstand.

At the first few sessions joint research
material developed by management,
agency and designer was evaluated for
incorporation into the design material.

The first presentation was a broad-
based approach that allowed for a
thorough discussion from all points of

view. This was accomplished because the
rough designs showing many different
approaches, ranging from a modest
restyling to a radical departure from the
existing format, sparked an oPen
discussion of opinions.

From th'at meeting, several designs
were approved for further development
and evaluation. These pages were made
up in comprehensive form with various
type styles and arrangements. Careful
attention was paid to the treatment of the
nameplate, which has great recognition
value, as well as a sizeable investment in
terms of advertising and promotion. The
decision was made to retain the flavor of
the current nameplate, eliminating the
cartouche surrounding the tagline under
the nameplate, generally simplifying and
tightening up the entire element, thereby
giving the nameplate more room in
which to operate.

Another decision was that since GRIT

- a weekly newspaper - did not require
the immediacy of a daily newspaper, the
news stories that appeal to a national
readership, rather than a local or regional

A m4jor change in the redesign of GNT
was the use of a single, patiallg silhouetted,

fow-color photograph that dominates the

front page. Lead articles are highlighted bg
displaa type headlines. A reuised and
enlargednameplate completes the new look
of this nearly 1)O-year-old publication.

audience, could be Put on the inside,
leaving the entire front Page for a
dramatic four-color photograph or
photographs.

The final presentation verified the
evaluations and approaches determined
at the previous meetings. A single,
partially silhouetted, four-color
photograph dorninates the front page,
with lead storieq highlighted by display
type headlines. The story identified with
the photograph is highlighted by a
second color. The format accominodates
either left or right-position photographs.

The combination of a large, dramatic
four-color photograph, an enlarged and
simplified nameplate, bold display
headlines, all serve to accomplish the
original objective of the assignment: to
create a front page that has maximum
visual impact with the potential reader at
the point of purchase.

Joseph Gerlng heads his own design studio in
Philadelphia and engages in advertising and corporate
design. He attended Philadelphia College of Art and
has worked as a designer and art director in major
advertising agencies in New York and Philadelphia.
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hrblications you
can get

U€'lc: It stands for upper-and-lower case
and is a big favorite with art directors,
creative directors, typographers and just
plain devotees of fantastic visual things.
Subscriptions are free, though sometimes
long in coming. Published four times a year
by the International Typeface Corporation.
Some back copies are available. Write:
Ut'lc, 216 East 45 Street, New York, New
York, 10017.

BASELINE: the International
Typographical Magazine. lssue number one
is just off the press. Designed and
published by TSI Typographical Systems
lnternational Limited, a member of the
Letraset Group of Companies. Classy
publication, slanted almost exclusively
toward typography. Free. Write: TSI
Typographic Systems International
Limited, St. George's House, 795-203
Waterloo Road, London, England SE1.

Photos: the Selected News Photo
Catalog Supplement by the U.S.
Department of Energy. One in a series of
six supplements, furnishing free photos and
captions (this one supplement about
energy has 82 photos). Write: U.S.
Department of Energy, Office of Public
Affairs, Photo Office, C-460 CTN,
Washington, D.C. 20545 or call Louis Hicks
or Jack Schneider, 301-353-5476. Free.

Slithy Toves: This is an in-house organ
of the Miami Herald. Subtitled: "A journal
of back-patting and nit-picking from the
glass cages of the Miami Herald. Edited by
Bob Ingle." Deals with everything-text,
cutlines, photographs, style-that the
Herald does. Published randomly, we
gather. Very well done. Write and ask
nicely for a copy: Bob Ingle, Managing
Editor, The Miami Herald, One Herald
Plaza, Miami, Florida 33101.

National Geographical News
Service: One of the best things we've
heard of in a long while. Short features,
long features, black-and-white screened
photographs (many made by Geographic
photographers), maps (Ceographic staff), a
new series called Compass Point (illustrated
with maps and photos). Free. (They ask for
a credit line.) Write: Paul Sampson, Chief,
News Services, National Geographic
Society, P.O. Box 1524, Washington, D.C.
20013.
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Give your rcaders
a break

"The Daily Break," a leisure section
introduced in Norfolk two years ago by the
Ledger.Star, receives a major share of the
credit for reversing the circulation decline
of Norfolk's afternoon newsPaPer. "lt's a fun
section," says the Daily Break's first editor,
Sandy Rowe.

"lts front page always consists of two,
three or four elements. Color - either
process color, a color graphic or spot color

- is always included on the front." Sixty-
five percent of the Ledger-Stars readers
regularly read the Daily Break. While 75-80
percent read the local news, the Daily
Break is the readers'second favorite
section. (By comparison, the sports pages
garner just 50 percent of the readers.)

Designed for the 18-35 age grouP
bracket, the Daily Break has attracted both
men and women in that highly desirable
readership segment. Since the section was
introduced, the average age of the Ledger'
Sfars subscribers has dropped from 46 to
42.The newspaper has gained 2,000
readers, most of them young. Studies have
shown that the section has appeal to junior
and senior high school students, too.

The Daily Break contains comics, tv'
listings, movie listings, horoscopes, the
bridge column, book news, reviews, and
syndicated features such as "Dear Abby." In
a marked changed from the family section
which the Ledger-Star formerly published,
the Daily Break does not contain news of
weddings, clubs, society or debutantes.
"We felt that if we were going to attract new
and younger readers, that we couldn't
merely rename the women's Pages," says
Rowe. "The Daily Break is truly a leisure
section for both men and women." Ledger'
Sfar Managing Editor Bob Dodson notes:
"We didn't receive any complaints when we
dropped the family living section, because
we gave our readers something better."

"Most of our stories are upbeat,
showcasing the fun things people do," says
Rowe. "And if it moves, we review it.
Moiries, television, concerts, restaurants,
books, nightclubs, plays, records and

nearly everything else is fair game. Reviews
should be 90 percent reporting and 10
percent opinion. Any good reporter ought
to be able to do reviews."

Reader participation stories are a favorite
Daily Break feature. "Asking readers to
comment on their'likes' or'dislikes' usually
generates some excitement," says Rowe.

"The prime reason for the Daily Break's
success is planning," says Rowe. "Planning

The Dailg Break: One wag to appealto a
gounger audience and bobter sagging
eo ening new s p ap er circ ulatio n.

serves the purpose of defining the entire
section for both the readers and the
editors." The Daily Break's deadline is 24
hours before press time. On days when
three-color is used, the deadline is 48 hours
before press time.

"Editing the Aftemoon Newspaper" u6 the subject of
a recent SNPA Foundation seminu held in Norfolk, Va.

This report was @rttten bA Robert E. Baskin, SNPA
Foundatton program director.
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Packaging
and Design

"Design is not merely a cosmetic
gimmick," says Paul Back, Ner.osdag's
director of design. "lt's a means of
reflecting a newspaper's personality. It's
also a way to market a newspaper.

"Too often, newspapers look alike.
Newspapers have distinct personalities that
stand for something. A newspaper's
identity is a virtue." Those beliefs guide
Paul Back when he undertakes a
newspaper redesign project.

The traditional newspaper design was
done on a vertical grid, often resulting in a
dull, gray look. But Back contends that
even some new horizontal designs can go
gray. "Modular makeup can combat this,"
says Back. Breaking up the broadsheet into
smaller, more manageable areas allows the
reader's eye to deal more effectively with
the space.

"Modirlar makeup also allows the editor
to plug in elements. With a clearly defined
format," says Back, "a newspaper can get
by without an art department. And modular

makeup allows zoned edition stories to be
plugged in and out."

To make a newspaper easier to read,
Back advocates labeling and the use of
summaries and digests. "They give the
reader quick acqess to the news he wants to
read," says Back.

Graphically, Back favors consistency and
simplicity. "Changing typefaces in different
sections is confusing," says Back. To
achieve a "good, clean look" Back uses
white space. "lt can really hold a page
together, There needn't be a story, a
graphic, a photo or a line on every inch of a
page," says Lack. "Designs that aid street
sales are those with a 'poster effect'."

Eliminating clutter is a boon for the
reader. Back believes folio lines and
volume numbers make a flag unattractive.
Though he does not "prohibit" bumping
headlines, Back criticizes the use of hoods
to separate headlines. "Hoods are not
effective; the line rules inhibit legibility."

Back advises editors not to use "news

Newsdag: The Long Islandtabloid.

art" to compete with advertising. "On pages
where ads are stacked along both sides, it
is better to go without art. The plain gray
type will probably stand out better than if it
is accompanied by a graphic."

The importance of good design is greater
for afternoon newspapers, which find
themselves competing with other media for
readers' time. Editorial artists are
becoming more valuable to newspapers.
While they are not readily available as such,
artists can be trained for news work. Back
advised those newspapers seeking artists to
check advertising agencies, art schools and
trade magazines. Two source books
suggested by Back are: Newspaper Design
by Harold Evans and The Grid by Allen
Hurlburt.

"Editing the Aftemoon Newspaper" uu the subject of
a recent SNPA Foundation seminar heLd in Norfolk, Va.
This report was written bg Robeft E. Baskin, SNPA
Foundation program director.
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How to improve
sgging Saturday
circulation

The Loubuille Imes several years ago
faced a Saturday problem common to
afternoon newspapers: circulation was
lower on Saturday than any other day of the
week. In an effort to recapture its regular
Monday-to-Friday readers, the ftmes
created a new Saturday publication called
"Scene,"

Scene is a tabloid that wraps around the
regular broadsheet news section. It is
devoted to leisure activities.

"The cover stories are funny and
irreverent," says Bob Crumpler, Irnes
assistant managing editor. "Saturday is a
day when readers are looking for
something different in their newspaper.
People want information on their hobbies
and personal interests. Scene is laced with
features on television, movies, music,
concerts, records and nightclubs."

Since its introduction, The ftmes'
Saturday circulation has soared frorn lowest
of the week to 31 ,000 higher than the
regular Monday to Friday circulation. And
the Saturday newspaper costs a nickel
more-25 cents. In the past eight years, the
hmes'weekday circulation has declined 11
percent in the five-county Louisville metro-
area; Saturday readership has increased two
percent.

Much of Scene copy is freelance in
origin. An auto column is written by a local
mechanic who teaches at a vocational
school. He answers letters from Louisville
residents. Crumpler believes that a column
written by a Louisville resident is more
effective than running a syndicated piece.

"Editors must not be afraid to
experiment," says Crumpler. "You have to
know your community and learn what it
wants. You can do this by relying on
surveys and good reporters."

The hmes has the ability to pull Scene
off the front of the Saturday newspaper if a
major news story warrants it. The
rotogravure color front has a deadline four
weeks before publication.

"Editing the Aftemoon Newspaper" uas the subject of
a recent SNPA Foundatton seminar held in Norfolk, Va.
This report was witten by Robeft E. Baskin, SNPA
Foundation program director.
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Ed Amold
honored

Edmund C. Arnold, prominent
newspaper designer and professor of mass
communications at Virginia
Commonwealth University, has been
awarded the Outstanding Civilian Service
Medal by the Army. This is the highest
honor the Army bestows on civilians.

He was cited for his activities with Army
and other service publications. He is a
frequent lecturer at the Defense
Information School at Fort Harrison, lnd.
He also conducts workshops for service
editors. He has judged contests for military
newspapers and magazines.

Previously, the Army has awarded him
the Bronze Star and the Army
Commendation medals for action as a
combat correspondent in France and
Germany during World War IL

Arnold is the author of l7 books and
more than 2,000 articles. His specialty is
newspaper design.

Last year he received the Distinguished
Teaching in Journalism Award by the
Society of Professional Journalists/Sigma
Delta Chi.

Jobs
The following available positions have

been made known to the Society:
Assoclate art director: Kansas City Star

t, Times. The number two ferson to help
direct an eight-person art department.
Contact: Randy lvliller, Art Director, Kansas
City Star t, Times, 1729 Grand Ave.,
Kansas City, ivlissouri 64102 or phone
816-234-4349.

Graphics director, a chief artist and two
staff artlsts. Contact: Ron Willnow,
assistant managing editor, St. Louis Post.
Dispatch, St. Louis, Missouri.

A newsroom artist: Providence, (R,1.)
Journal. Contact David Cray, Graphics
Editor, Providence Journal Co., 75
Fountain Street, Providence, R,l. 02902.

Designer and a photographer: Contact
Robert Lockwood, Art Director, The
Morning Call, PO Box 1260, Allentown, Pa.
18105.

The ne>ft issue:
How do we do
mone with less?

Using the Kansas City Star/Times
seminar subject (how to make a better
newspaper with less space) as a guideline,
the next issue of DES/CN will address itself
specifically to that problem. Only DES/GN
will go a step beyond: We'll ask newspaper
designers (notable in their absence from
the Kansas City seminar) how they propose
to cope with the ever-tightening noose of
rare expensive newsprint in the face of
constantly expanding news coverage.

Also in that issue will be case histories of
recently redesigned newspapers; features
on technology, photography, editing; tips
on how to make better maps and charts;
tips on how to make your computer-driven
typesetting system function more
creatively; calendars of upcoming
seminars; and news - as it happens -about newspaper design. Subscribe now
and look for your issue in early June, 1980.

the Society of Newspaper DesignersoNo. loMarch, 1980



Hcxvtoioin
the of

It's really very simple. All the
Society needs is your name, address,
and preferably a telephone number.

Membership is not exclusive. The
Society is interested in members who
are interested in newspapers generally
and newspaper design specifically. Our
present ranks include publishers,
executive editors, managing editors,
graphic editors, art directors, copy
editors, photographers, artists,
students and others outside the
newspaper profession. Membership is
scattered across the United States,

Canada, Great Britain, and Central
America.

The Society's projects include a
videotape presentation on newspaper
design, organized presentations to
other newspaper professional groups
(ASNE, APME, etc.), an annual
newspaper design competition, and, of
course, DESIGN.

There are annual dues of $20 per
year, payable upon application for
membership. These dues cover the cost
of the quarterly magazine, DESIGN,
and the other Society projects.

o

estgners
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